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ABSTRACT

A new method for sensor fusion under unknown as-
sociations among multiple sensors is proposed. Fun-
damental problem within the sensor fusion situation is
huge number of the associations that prohibits to enu-
merate all the combinations within tractable computa-
tional time. Proposed method formulates this situation
in a state space model, which is highly nonlinear to
deal with the unknown associations, and utilizes par-
ticle filters to estimate state of the model. Then we
obtain state of the target system as well as the asso-
ciations through the state estimation. We also propose
clever proposal in the framework of particle filters that
draws efficient particles in a sense of sub-optimality
to minimize the variance of particles’ weight. The pro-
posed method is formulated in generic way, so , in prin-
ciple, it can be applied to various situations for sensor
fusion under unknown associations. We show an illus-
trative example to track sound target in a scene with
sensors of two microphones and one camera.
Keywords: Sensor fusion, state space model, particle
filter, nonlinear, clever proposal, target tracking.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sensor fusion can be defined as a task that reconstructs
real world information by using data coming from mul-
tiple sensors where it is difficult or impossible to ob-
tain the information by using only single sensor. Most
highly organized life, including human, perform this
task naturally. Also there are many examples of this
task in engineering field, such as 3D reconstruction in
computer vision, target detection using multiple sen-
sors (e.g., radar, sonar, and infrared rays), and recogni-
tion of environment (e.g., localization, object recogni-
tion, and map learning) by mobile robot with multiple
sensors’ data.

Fundamental problem arises in sensor fusion, which
is called association problem. The problem is to deter-
mine the unknown correspondence among signals of
all sensors. Here it is assumed that the sensor gener-
ally detects many signals of the real world objects and
correspondence between the signals and the objects is
unknown. Then the problem is equivalent to determine
the correspondence between the signals of a sensor and
the objects, for all sensors. This causes a combinato-
rial problem, which is factorial order of the number
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of objects in the real world when it is assumed that
one signal is coming from one object. Furthermore, in
actual situation, there are possibilities for missing and
false detection of the signals, so the number of combi-
nations will grow very quickly.

There is some approaches to cope with this com-
binatorial problem by using the idea of Monte Carlo
methods. First, with single sensor, determination of
the unknown association using particle filters in a con-
text of target tracking is investigated in [4], [5], [6], and
[8]. Next, for stereo camera situation as a multiple sen-
sors case, Formulation of the problem in the form with
unobserved variable to be able to apply EM algorithm
and efficient solution to the problem by Markov Chain
Monte Carlo(MCMC) are proposed in [2]. There is
also a research for dynamic image situation with stereo
camera using particle filters [7].

In this paper, we propose a general idea for sensor
fusion under unknown association base on technique
of particle filters and clever proposal. The idea is gen-
eral enough so it includes all the situations mentioned
above. We formalize the general situation of sensor
fusion by a state space model having the unknown as-
sociations in its state. Next, we apply particle filters to
estimate state of the model, then we have state of the
target system as well as the associations. Here is a key
to succeed this estimation task, which is called ”clever
proposal” in the context of particle filters.

Particle filters, in general, use proposal distribution
to draw particles in the state space, and it calculates
weight for each particle to adjust the set of particles to
the target distribution based on importance sampling
idea. Thus how well the particles are drawn controls
how well the particle filters work. Clever proposal is
a generic term that draws particles trying to minimize
variance of the weights. We propose an elaborated pro-
posal as the clever proposal, which is sub-optimal one
to trade-off computational tractability and optimality
of the minimum variance.

We formulate this idea in the following sections.
Firstly we propose a new state space model having un-
known associations with its state in general form , then
the algorithm of particle filters to estimate the state is
shown. Where a clever proposal, which is also a novel
idea, is proposed. At the end of this paper, we will
show an illustrative example that track a target in the
scene, where the target makes sound.



2. MODEL

We propose a new state space model for sensor fusion
under unknown associations. The state space model
consists of system equation and observation equation.
System equation represents dynamics of the target sys-
tem, and observation equation is a set of equations for
all sensors.

System equation is

�������	�
���������������� ����������� ��� (1)

where � � is state of target system at discrete time � .
The state contains information about ��� objects in the
target system. � � is i.i.d. random vector having pdf����� � , and it is called ”system noise”.

Suppose that there are  sensors, and let !#"$�% �'&(�)�)���*�  ,+ be index variable for the sensors. ! -th
sensor model is represented by

-/.10 � ��23.4�5� � �768.'0 �	91: .'0 � ��� 68.'0 � �<;4.=�>�?��� (2)

where -�.'0 � is vector of signals detected by ! -th sensor,
and 68.'0 � is i.i.d. random vector having pdf ;=.=�>�?� , and
it is called ”observation noise”.

All noises appeared above, i.e., � � and 68.'0 � for ! �% �'&����)���@�  , are assumed to be mutually independent.
Suppose that - .'0 � has � . � � � signals, which is con-

sisting of � .A � � � signals coming from the target sys-
tem and � .B � � � signals due to false detection. Thus� .A � � �DC � � and it follows that � . � � �E� � .A � � �3F� .B � � � . : .'0 � is associations vector having elements
as

: .'0 �D�HG�I . � � ����I .J � � ���)���)�K�7I .LNM'O �1P � � �>Q�R (3)

Each element takes value in
$�S � % �1&��)���)�*� ���T+ , whereS

means the signal is false detection, and other values,I .UWV S , means X -th signal comes from I .U -th object in
the target system.

Let Y � : .'0 �=� be combination number of the associ-
ations of ! -th sensor. Then, combination number for
all sensors becomes Z\[.>] Y � : .'0 ��� . For example, if
there is no false detection and missing, and one to one
mapping between objects in the target system and de-
tected signals holds, then, Y � : .'0 � �^� �_�T` . The num-
ber becomes much larger for more realistic situations
with false detection and missing.

We assume Markov property for time evolution of
the associations, such that :a� �cbd�>�fe :g���K � , where: �h�H� :  0 �i� : J 0 �	�)���)�K� : [ 0 �4� . For example, we can
assume that the associations, : � , are mutually inde-
pendent with respect to the sensors, and association of
each sensor, : .'0 � , is assumed to be of Markov process
with high probability to stay the same state and with
small probability to change the state.

We augment the state vector as j ��kl�5����� : �=� . By
denoting -����m�5-� 0 �i��- J 0 �i���)�)���7- [ 0 �=� , we can form an
augmented state space model such that

j �n� oD� j �������pa�=� (4)-��n� qr� j �i��st�4� (5)

with appropriate definitions for system noise vectorpg� and observation noise vector su� .
By estimating the augmented state of the state space

model (4) and (5), we can obtain the estimation of state
of the target system, � � , and the associations, :a� , si-
multaneously.

3. PARTICLE FILTERS

3.1. Simple Particle Filter

For the state estimation, we use ”particle filters” [3].
Particle filters use many number of weighted parti-
cles in the state space to approximate target distribu-
tion. The target distribution is conditional distribu-
tion of the state given a series of observation such
that b�� j 'v �(e -�7v �=� , where we employ useful notationj 'v �w�x� j 4� j J �)�)����� j ��� . Particle filters update the
conditional distribution, i.e., it is recursive estimation
such that

bd� j 'v ��e -�7v ���T�yb�� j 'v ����	e -�'v ������ bd�5-���e j ���fbd� j �(e j ����z�b��
- � e - 7v ���K �
(6)

by updating the weighted particles. Where bd�5- � e j � �
and bd� j � e j ���� � are derived from eq.(5) and (4), re-
spectively.

The algorithm of particle filters is as follows.
Suppose that weighted particles which approximateb�� j 7v ���K�e -�'v �z���� are given as { G j O}| P'v �z�� �>~ O}| P�z�� Q��K�| ]  ,
where j O}| P'v ���� is � -th instance of state variable, j 'v ���� ,
which we call ”particle”, and ~ O}| P���K is correspond-
ing weight, which is non-negative, normalized as� �| ]  ~ O}| P���� � %

. The algorithm consists of three
steps; 1)draw of particles, 2)weight update, and 3)re-
sampling. Each step is as follows;
1) Draw of particles:
Draw particles from ”proposal distribution”, which is
denoted by ��� j � e j 'v ���� ��- 'v � � , such that

�j O}| P� �����>�fe j O}| P'v �z�� ��-�'v ����� � � % �'&(�)���)�*�'��R (7)

2) Weight update:
Update weight according to the equation below, which
can be derived from eq.(6),

�~ O}| P��� ~ O}| P���K b��
-��(e �j O}| P� �5b�� �j O}| P� e j O}| P���� ���� �j O}| P� e j O}| P'v ���� ��-�'v �=� � � � % �1&����)�)�*�1���
(8)

note that
�~ O}| P� is normalized. Now, we let

�j O}| P7v � kG j O}| P'v �z�� � �j O�| P� Q , then we have set of weighted par-

ticles, { G �j O}| P7v � � �~ O}| P� QT� �| ]  , as an approximation ofb�� j 7v � e - 'v � � .
3) Re-sampling:

Sample particles from { G �j O}| P7v � � �~ O}| P� Q�� �| ]  , where sam-

pling proceeds with probability
�~ O}| P� to draw parti-

cle
�j O}| P7v � . Denote the drawn particle by j O�| P'v � , and let



�N�}������?�l�4�)� , then we have ���)� �}����7� �i� �N�}����y���*��}  � as an-

other approximation of ¡d¢
� �7� ��£ ¤ �7� �=¥ .
3.2. Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter

To have efficient performance of particle filters, we
further introduce an elaborated idea called ”Rao-
Blackwellization (RB)” [1], which decomposes the
state into analytical part and particle approximation
part as

¡�¢¦� �'� � £ ¤ �7� � ¥ � ¡�¢
§ �7� � £ ¤ �7� � ��¨ �7� � ¥ ¡�¢ ¨ �'� � £ ¤ �'� � ¥ � (9)

where ¡�¢ ¨ �7� � £ ¤ �'� � ¥ is approximated by weighted par-
ticles, and ¡�¢
§ �'� � £ ¨ �'� � � ¤ �'� � ¥ is calculated based on
Kalman filter.

Through the same derivation of eq.(6), we have

¡d¢ ¨ �'� � £ ¤ �'� � ¥ � ¡d¢ ¨ �'� �z© � £ ¤ �'� ��© � ¥ª ¡d¢ ¤���£ ¤ �'� �z© � �1¨ �'� ��¥ ¡�¢ ¨ ��£ ¨ ��© � ¥¡d¢ ¤ � £ ¤ �'� �z© � ¥ «
(10)

Then, the algorithm becomes as follows, here we
change the notation of weight from � � to ¬ � .
1) Draw of particles (RB):
Draw particles, i.e. associations, from proposal  as,®¨ �}����°¯ T¢�± £ ¨ �}�}��7� ��© � � ¤ �7� �=¥ �³²��´�	�'µ(� ±)±�± �'� « (11)

2) Kalman update (RB):

In order to evaluate ¡d¢ ¤d��£ ¤ �7� ��© � � ®¨ �}����7� � ¥ , which will
be required for weight update step, we perform
Kalman filter as follows. Suppose that filter-
ing distribution of analytical part at time ¶�· � ,¡d¢5§ ��© � £ ¤ �7� ��© � ��¨ �}�}��7� ��© � ¥ , is given as Gaussian distri-

bution with mean vector ¸§ �}�����© ��¹ ��© � and covariance ma-

trix º �}�����© �)¹ ��© � , for ²3�»���1µ�� ±)±)± �1� . By applying one-
step-ahead prediction step, we have Gaussian distribu-
tion ¡�¢
§ � £ ¤ �7� ��© � ��¨ �}�}��7� � ¥ parametrized by ¸§ �}���� ¹ ��© � andº �}���� ¹ ��© � , for ²d�´�	�'µ(� ±)±�± �'� . Next, from the one-step-
ahead prediction distribution, we calculate prediction
distribution of observation, ¡d¢ ¤ � £ ¤ �7� � ��¨ ���}��'� � ¥ , which is

also Gaussian with mean vector ¸¤ �}�}�� ¹ ��© � and covari-

ance matrix ¼ �}���� ¹ ��© � . Finally, applying filtering step,

we have Gaussian distribution ¡�¢
§ �(£ ¤ �'� � �1¨ �}����7� � ¥ with

parameters ¸§ �}�}�� ¹ � and º �}���� ¹ � , for ²,�½���'µ(� ±�±)± �'� . Note
that if the model of analytical part is nonlinear, then
we use extended Kalman filter, which uses linearliza-
tion of the nonlinear equations, in the above steps.
3) Weight update (RB):
For ²3�»���1µ�� ±�±)± �'� , update weight by

®¬ �}����¿¾ ¬ �}�����© �ÁÀ ¢ ¤��iÂ ¸¤ ���}�� ¹ �z© � � ¼ �}���� ¹ ��© � ¥ ¡�¢
®¨ ���}�� £ ¨ �}�����© � ¥

T¢ ®¨ �}�}�� £ ¨ �}����'� ��© � � ¤ �'� � ¥ �
(12)

where À ¢ ¤�Â ¸¤ � ¼ ¥ is pdf of Gaussian distribu-
tion with mean ¤ and covariance ¼ . And let®¨ �}����'� ��Ã � ¨ ���}��'� ��© � � ®¨ �}����³� .

4) Re-sampling (RB):
In RB, we sample particles with analytical
part, i.e., mean vector ¸§ �}���� ¹ � and covariance ma-

trix º �}���� ¹ � . So we perform resampling from

�N�dÄ ®¨ �}����'� �i� ¸§ �}���� ¹ � � º �}���� ¹ ��Å � ®¬ �}����Æ�T�����  � in similar way

as simple particle filter.

3.3. Clever Proposal

Here is a choice of the proposal distribution. It is a
key to make particle filters be efficient. The optimal
proposal has been proposed in the literatures as

T¢ ¨ � £ ¨ �}����7� ��© � � ¤ �7� � ¥ � ¡�¢ ¨ � £ ¨ �}����'� ��© � � ¤ �'� � ¥
� ¡d¢ ¤��(£ ¤ �'� �z© � �1¨ �}����7� ��© � ��¨ �=¥ ¡d¢ ¨ ��£ ¨ ���}��z© � ¥¡�¢ ¤ � £ ¤ �7� ��© � ��¨ ���}��'� ��© � ¥ �

(13)
where the optimality is in a sense of minimum vari-
ance of the weight over the set of particles. Note
that denominator in eq.(13) is summation of numera-
tor with respect to all combinations of the associations,¨ � . Thus, in our model, the optimal proposal is not
tractable due to huge number of combinations of the
associations. To circumvent this difficulty, we propose
a novel sub-optimal proposal that trade off between op-
timality and tractability as follows.

First, we define a proposal that can be decomposed
into each sensor as

T¢ ¨ �Ç£ ¨ �}����'� �z© � � ¤ �'� ��¥ ÃÉÈÊË   � T¢ ¨ Ë'Ì �Ç£ ¨ �}���Ë'Ì �'� ��© � � ¤ Ë1Ì �7� �=¥
(14)

where ¤ Ë'Ì �'� � Ã ¢ ¤ Ë'Ì � � ¤ Ë1Ì Í � ±)±)± � ¤ Ë'Ì �=¥ . Second, define
a proposal for each sensor that can be decomposed into
each signal as

T¢ ¨ Ë'Ì �Ç£ ¨ �}���Ë'Ì �'� ��© � � ¤ Ë'Ì �'� �=¥Ã T¢5Î Ë� ¢¦¶ ¥�£ ¨ �}���Ë'Ì �'� ��© � � ¤ Ë� ¢¦¶ ¥7¥ª T¢5Î ËÍ ¢¦¶ ¥�£ Î Ë� ¢¦¶ ¥ �1¨ �}���Ë'Ì �'� ��© � � ¤ ËÍ ¢¦¶ ¥7¥ª T¢5Î ËÏ ¢¦¶ ¥�£ Î Ë� ¢¦¶ ¥ � Î ËÍ ¢¦¶ ¥ �1¨ �}���Ë'Ì �'� �z© � � ¤ ËÏ ¢¦¶ ¥7¥±)±�± ª T¢
Î ËÐÒÑ � � � ¢Ó¶ ¥)£ Î Ë� ¢Ó¶ ¥ � ±)±�± � Î ËÐNÑ � � � © � ¢¦¶ ¥ �¨ �}���Ë'Ì �'� �z© � � ¤ ËÐ Ñ � � � ¢¦¶ ¥7¥ «
(15)

Third and finally, each component in eq.(15) is defined
so as to be proportional to a product of roughly approx-
imated likelihood and transition probability such that

T¢5Î ËÔ ¢¦¶ ¥�£ Î Ë� ¢¦¶ ¥ � ±�±)± � Î ËÔ © � ¢Ó¶ ¥ ��¨ �}�}�Ë'Ì �7� ��© � � ¤ ËÔ ¢Ó¶ ¥�¥¾ À ¢ ¤ ËÔ ¢¦¶ ¥�Â ¸¤ ËÔ ¢¦¶ ¥ ��Õ¼ ËÖ Ñ× � � � ¥ª ¡�¢
Î ËÔ ¢Ó¶ ¥)£ Î Ë� ¢Ó¶ ¥ � Î ËÍ ¢¦¶ ¥ � ±�±)± � Î ËÔ © � ¢¦¶ ¥ � Î ËÔ ���}� ¢Ó¶_· � ¥�¥ �
(16)

where ¸¤ ËÔ ¢¦¶ ¥ is Ø -th signal element of prediction mean

of observation, ¸¤ �}���� ¹ ��© � , and Õ¼ ËÖ Ñ× � � � is time constant co-

variance: it takes specified value for normal situation
when Î ËÔ ¢¦¶ ¥EÙÛÚ , otherwise it takes value for false de-
tection.



Fig. 1. Image sequence.
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Fig. 2. Tracking result of sound target.

4. EXAMPLE

As an example of sensor fusion, we demonstrate sound
target tracking using one camera and two microphones
with a scene peoples are in motion. Some frames of
the captured image sequence are shown in Fig.1, where
a man, right hand side, makes sound by clapping his
hand, and the other is moving without sound.

For each frame of the image sequence, feature points
are extracted by corner detector based on a local fea-
ture of the image as plotted in Fig.1. From recorded
sound by the two microphones, we calculate direction
of sound as plotted in Fig.3.

By applying the proposed method, we have esti-
mated state of the sound target, which consists of posi-
tion of each feature point and velocity of the target ob-
ject. Estimated result of positions are shown in Fig.2
with observed data, positions of feature points. By
looking at the result, we can see that smooth trajectory
of the sound target is obtained.

Estimated result of the association is as follows. Be-
ginning part of the image frames starting from the time
when first sound signal occurred is shown in table 1.
In this result, all associations are correctly estimated
within the table, and mostly correct throughout the im-
age frames.

5. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a general model for sensor fusion in
a form of nonlinear state space model having unknown
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Fig. 3. Sound direction.

Table 1. Estimated associations.Ü
feature points’ associations sound assoc.

7 0 0 1 2 3 0 1 0
8 0 0 1 2 3 0 0
9 0 1 2 3 0 0
10 1 2 3 0 0
11 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 1 2 3 0 0 0
13 0 0 1 2 0 0 0
14 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0
15 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 1 0
16 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0

associations in its state. Particle filters with clever
proposal can effectively estimate the state, which con-
sists of state of the target system and the associations.
An illustrative example to track sound target showns a
reasonable performance to obtain smooth trajectory of
sound target as well as the associations.
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